Piano Lab is forming a fun, flexible team of talented teachers who are committed to our
school and to the success of each and every piano student.
Piano Lab is a dynamic, group learning environment serving piano students ages 5 and up. Our school
opened in June, 2017 and has experienced steady enrollment through the year. As we prepare for our
summer sessions, we are looking for teachers to help serve our growing family of students.
The mission of Piano Lab is to promote lifelong musicianship. We believe that it is the benefits of
ensemble learning such as peer interaction, varied activities, measurable achievements and peak
performance opportunities, that maintain the enthusiasm and discipline students need to achieve musical
fluency.
Classes are grouped by age and skill level and can have up to 8 students. We are a year round program
with weeklong sessions in the summer and weekly classes throughout the school year. We use a
combination of curriculum including the Mayron Cole method for ensemble piano along with studies in
improvisation, composition, ear training and music history.
Teacher Responsibilities:
●

Lead one hour classes of up to 8 beginning or intermediate piano students - this includes
presenting information, facilitating games and activities, performing evaluations, managing
classroom behavior and building a strong rapport with students and parents.

●

Prepare for classes based on the curriculum and manual provided - Piano Lab has methods and
resources that should be utilized, but every class is different and the teacher must be confident
making changes and enhancements to ensure that the students are well served. This can
include researching and incorporating additional activities, provide extra attention where needed,
supplementing assignments for advanced students and more.

●

Communication - Teachers will report classroom experiences to the studio owner on a regular
basis. There may be times when they will be asked to communicated directly with parents
regarding student needs or to collect information. Teachers will also be asked to provide
anecdotes, videos and the like for posting on FB or including in newsletters.

Salary $30-$50/class depending on experience and training needs. Salary may be renegotiated after
initial training period and again after first 3 months on staff.
Requirements: Candidates must be able to demonstrate their competence and passion for music.
Applicants must have experience working with children.
Working Hours: Classes run between 1pm-8pm daily with the majority of availability needed in late
afternoon/early evening hours .
If you are interested in a teaching position please visit www.StudentsLovePianoLab.com to learn more
about the program and contact Marilyn O’Leary at Marilyn@StudentsLovePianoLab.com or call (703)
887-4133.

